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ANSWER KEY ‐ ITEM SET 1

Colorado Measures of Academic Success

Item Set 1 ‐ Question 1 (TEI Drag‐and‐Drop)

Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

See image
1. History
1. Seek and evaluate multiple historical sources with different points of view to
investigate a historical question and to formulate and defend a thesis with evidence.
a. Determine and explain the interdependence of people around the world during
significant eras or events.
0.556
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Item Set 1 ‐ Question 2 (Selected Response)

Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

Item Information
D
4. Civics
1. Compare how various nations define the rights, responsibilities, and roles of citizens.
e. Give examples illustrating how various governments and citizens interact and analyze
how these interactions have changed over time.
.3842

Item Set 1 ‐ Question 3 (Multiple Select)
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Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

B,C,E
3. Economics
2. The distribution of resources influences economic production and individual choices
(Economics and PFL).
e. Define resources from an economic and personal finance perspective.
0.2784

Item Set 1 ‐ Question 4 (Selected Response)

Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:

P Value:

C
1. History
1. Seek and evaluate multiple historical sources with different points of view to
investigate a historical question and to formulate and defend a thesis with evidence.
b. Analyze historical sources for accuracy and point of view while formulating historical
questions. Sources to include but not limited to art, artifacts, eyewitness accounts, letters
and diaries, artifacts, real or simulated historical sites, charts, graphs, diagrams, and
written texts.
0.589
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Item Set 1 ‐ Question 5 (Selected Response)

Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

D
1. History
2. The historical eras, individuals, groups, ideas and themes within regions of the Eastern
Hemisphere and their relationships with one another.
a. Explain how people interact and are interconnected over key periods or eras in history
in the Eastern Hemisphere.
0.382

Item Set 1 ‐ Question 6 (TEI Drag‐and‐Drop)
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Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:

P Value:

See image
1. History
2. The historical eras, individuals, groups, ideas and themes within regions of the Eastern
Hemisphere and their relationships with one another.
c. Describe the foundation and development of key historical topics. Topics to include but
not limited to early civilizations, Greece, Rome, ancient China and ancient African
civilizations, and the Medieval World incorporating the Crusades and Feudalism.
0.398

Item Set 1 ‐ Question 7 (Constructed Response)

Item Information
Answer:
See Scoring Rubric and Sample Student Responses
Standard:
1. History
Concepts and Skills 1. Seek and evaluate multiple historical sources with different points of view to
Mastered:
investigate a historical question and to formulate and defend a thesis with evidence.
Evidence Outcome: b. Analyze historical sources for accuracy and point of view while formulating historical
questions. Sources to include but not limited to art, artifacts, eyewitness accounts, letters
and diaries, artifacts, real or simulated historical sites, charts, graphs, diagrams, and
written texts.
Score Point
13.0% of students earned 3 points.
26.0% of students earned 2 points.
Distribution:
42.0% of students earned 1 point.
18.0% of students earned 0 points.
Scoring Rubric
Points
Attributes
3
Student responses may include but are not limited to:
The elephants were protection for the troops.
 The native people were not used to seeing elephants and were afraid of them.
 The elephants were used as “war elephants” as described by Livy.
 The elephants were larger than horses.
2
The student explains why Hannibal most likely included elephants in his army, and supports the
answer with one piece of evidence from the source.
1
The student explains why Hannibal most likely included elephants in his army, but does not support
the answer with evidence from the source.
0
The student does not explain why Hannibal most likely included elephants in his army.
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Sample Student Responses
Points
3
Sample A Response
In the Second Punic War, Hannibal decided to include elephants in his army. Although the large
animals proved to be a burden, they were also a blessing to the troops. The elepahnts were large
and loud and the natives had never seen anything like them. Unsure of what this creature was and
what is could do, the natives were afraid to come near and attack. The elephants were a good
addition to Hannibal's army because they offered the troops protection by intimidating possible
attackers.
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a clear understanding of the task and explains why Hannibal most likely
included elephants in his army (were large and loud . . . intimidating possible attackers). The answer
is supported with two pieces of evidence from the source (they offered the troops protection . . . the
natives had never seen anything like them . . . the natives were afraid to come near and attack).
Sample B Response
Hannibal most likely included elephants in his army because it gave them an advantage. The source
says that the natives had never seen the creature before, so they were scared to come near them.
The elephants, in this way, became a protection to the troops. This made for safer travel and gave
the troops more energy to save up. This is why Hannibal most likely included elephants in his army.

2

Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a clear understanding of the task and explains why Hannibal most likely
included elephants in his army (it gave them an advantage . . . made for safer travel and gave the
troops more energy to save up). The answer is supported with two pieces of evidence from the
source (the natives had never seen the creature before, so they were scared to come near them . . . a
protection to the troops).
Sample A Response
Hannibal most likely included elephants in his army to prove strong and powerful to the foreigners
on such a large and dangerous looking animal, because somehow (probably through trade), he
understood that the natives in the areas he was passing through and heading towards had never
seen such an animal. He most likely wanted to scare the people of the other war in order to
increase his success rate in winning the war.
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a partial understanding of the task and explains why Hannibal most likely
included elephants in his army (to prove strong and powerful to the foreigners on such a large and
dangerous looking animal . . . scare the people). However, the student supports the answer with
only one piece of evidence from the source (the natives in the areas he was passing through and
heading towards had never seen such an animal).
Sample B Response
Hanninbal most likley included elephants in his army because they would scare people who had
never seen an elephant before so they would not bother of attack them or they " nerver haveing
seen such creatures before they were afraid to come near".
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1

Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a partial understanding of the task and explains why Hannibal most likely
included elephants in his army (they would scare the people who had never seen an elephant before
so they would not bother of attack them). However, the student supports the answer with only one
piece of evidence from the source (nerver haveing seen such creatures before they were afraid to
come near).
Sample A Response
Hannibal most used elephants because they were strong and enormous, to show how mighty they
were.
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a limited understanding of the task and only explains why Hannibal most
likely included elephants in his army (they were strong and enormous, to show how mighty they
were). No evidence from the source is provided to support the answer.
Sample B Response
Hannibal most likley in cluded Elephants in his army because they proved a blessing. "They were
none the less a protection to the troops."

0

Sample B Annotation
Demonstrating a limited understanding of the task, the student uses one piece of evidence from the
source to explain why Hannibal most likely included elephants in his army (“They were none the less
a protection to the troops”).
Sample A Response
it would be a new expreience for them
Sample A Annotation
The student’s explanation is incorrect and receives no credit.
Sample B Response
Hannible most likely included elephants in his army ,because of high altitudes, narrow passes, and
deep snow slowed them down.
Sample B Annotation
The student’s explanation is incorrect and receives no credit.

Item Set 1 ‐ Question 8 (Constructed Response)
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Item Information
Answer:
See Scoring Rubric and Sample Student Responses
Standard:
2. Geography
Concepts and Skills 1. Use geographic tools to gather data and make geographic inferences and predictions.
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome: d. Ask and answer questions after examining geographic sources.
Score Point
19.0% of students earned 3 points.
Distribution:
18.0% of students earned 2 points.
31.0% of students earned 1 point.
32.0% of students earned 0 points.
Scoring Rubric
Points
Attributes
3
Student responses may include but are not limited to:
Carthage had a well‐constructed and protected harbor.
 The harbor had a narrow opening, as shown in the illustrations.
 The harbors had communication with each other, which would be useful in case of attack by
sea.
 The harbor could be closed with iron chains.
 The admiral and his men overlooked the harbor from a great height and signaled arrivals by
trumpet.
2
The student explains how the harbor most likely contributed to Carthage’s ability to hold off the
Roman army outside its walls for three years, and supports the answer with one piece of evidence
from the source.
1
The student explains how the harbor most likely contributed to Carthage’s ability to hold off the
Roman army outside its walls for three years, but does not support the answer from evidence from
the source.
0
The student does not explain how the harbor most likely contributed to Carthage’s ability to hold
off the Roman army outside its walls for three years.
Sample Student Responses
Points
3
Sample A Response
Carthage was in a great strategic position of defense becuase the water around them could provide
some protection and the entrance to the docks could be closed with iron chains.Also if the enemy
approched the gate the could have been atacked with the countless vessels Carthage had. Since the
island was risen out of the sea it provided a good view of the surrounding water and if enemys were
approching an alarm could be called warning the troops and citizens.
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a clear understanding of the task and explains how the harbor most likely
contributed to Carthage’s ability to hold off the Roman army outside its walls for three years (in a
great strategic position of defense beuase the water around them could provide some protection).
The answer is supported with at least two pieces of evidence (the entrance to the docks could be
closed with iron chains . . . could have been atacked by the countless vessels Carthage had . . . the
island was risen out of the sea it provided a good view of the surrounding water . . . alarm could be
called warning the troops and citizens).
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Sample B Response
Carthage's ability to hold off the Roman army outside its walls for three years can be partly credited
to its harbors. The harbors had communtication with each other and had a capacity for many
vessels. Communitcation with allies is good when fighting a war so that you can work as a team. The
large number of vessels docked in the harbor also meant that there was lots of equipment and gear
to use in battle.
Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a clear understanding of the task and explains how the harbor most likely
contributed to Carthage’s ability to hold off the Roman army outside its walls for three years
(Communitcation with allies is good when fighting a war . . . work as a team . . . large vessels docked
in the harbor also meant . . . lots of equipment and gear to use in battle). The answer is supported
with at least 2 pieces of evidence (harbors had communication with each other . . . capacity for
many vessels).
2

Sample A Response
The harbor most likely contributed to Carthage's ablity to hold off the Roman army for three years
becasue the entrence of the harbor rose to a considerable height, so that they would be able to
observe what what was going on at sea. This made it easy to defend against any enimies who were
trying to attak Carthage from sea.
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a partial understanding of the task and explains how the harbor most
likely contributed to Carthage’s ability to hold off the Roman army outside its walls for three years
(made it easy to defend against enimies who were trying to attak). The student supports the answer
with only one piece of evidence (the entrence of the harbor rose to a considerable height, so they
would be able to observe what was going on at sea).
Sample B Response
The harbor had communication systems. If everyone can communicate then everybody can be
prepared fro an attack if it came. Knowing that there was communicating and a sneak attack
wouldn't work, other armies had to take the time to come up with a better plan.

1

Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a partial understanding of the task and explains how the harbor most
likely contributed to Carthage’s ability to hold off the Roman army outside its walls for three years
(everybody can be prepared for an attack if it came). The student supports the answer with only one
piece of evidence (harbor had communication systems).
Sample A Response
The harbor probably helped keep the Romans out because it appears difficult to access and easy to
protect.
Sample A Annotation
Demonstrating a limited understanding of the task, the student only explains how the harbor most
likely contributed to Carthage’s ability to hold off the Roman army outside its walls for three years
(it appears difficult to access and easy to protect) and does not support the answer with evidence
from the source.
Sample B Response
how all the docks could comunicate and that they had gate they could close at any time
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0

Sample B Annotation
Demonstrating a limited understanding of the task, the student provides evidence from the source
(all the docks could communicate . . . gate they could close at any time) but does not explain how
the harbor most likely contributed to Carthage’s ability to hold off the Roman army outside its walls
for three years.
Sample A Response
The Romans probably thought to themselves, "Well they are going to have to open these walls
sometime." This caused them to wait outside for their oppurtunity.
Sample A Annotation
The student does not explain how the harbor most likely contributed to Carthage’s ability to hold
off the army outside its walls for three years or provide evidence from the source.
Sample B Response
they had more stuff and faut off the romons for a while
Sample B Annotation
The student does not explain how the harbor most likely contributed to Carthage’s ability to hold
off the army outside its walls for three years or provide evidence from the source.

Item Set 1 ‐ Question 9 (Constructed Response)

Item Information
Answer:
See Scoring Rubric and Sample Student Responses
Standard:
4. Civics
Concepts and Skills 2. Different forms of government and international organizations and their influence in
Mastered:
the world community.
Evidence Outcome: c. Analyze conflicts among nations including causes and consequences.
Score Point
24.0% of students earned 3 points.
Distribution:
51.0% of students earned 2 points.
11.0% of students earned 1 point.
14.0% of students earned 0 points.
Scoring Rubric
Points
Attributes
3
Student responses may include but are not limited to:
Rome and Carthage were competing for power and/or riches in the Mediterranean region.
 They were both powerful.
 They were jealous of each other.
 They were afraid of each other.
 They wanted more riches and power.
 They wanted each other’s power and possessions.
 They were proud.
 They were located near each other.
 They wanted to rule other nations.
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2
1
0

The student explains what led Carthage and Rome into war with each other, and supports the
answer with one piece of evidence from the source.
The student explains what led Carthage and Rome into war with each other, but does not support
the answer with evidence from the source.
The student does not explain what led Carthage and Rome into war with each other.
Sample Student Responses

Points
3
Sample A Response
From the source, I can tell that jealousy and fear led Carthage and Rome into war with each other
eventually. The passage quotes, "who were growing stronger, were jealous of eachother", which
would obviously lead into some sort of conflict between the two civilizations. The poem also quotes,
"They went to war partly because they both wanted more riches and power and partly because
each was afraid of the other." Which is one of the most common reasons that countries today have
conflicts, because they both want more power out of greed, but are also afraid of the damage the
other can inflict on the entire nation. The poem describes how each country wanted to rule more
nations but were so close together, they were bound to lead into war eventually.
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a clear understanding of the task and explains what led Carthage and
Rome into war (jealousy and fear . . . would obviously lead into some sort of conflict between the
two civilizations; because they both want more power out of greed . . . afraid of the damage the
other can inflict on the entire nation; each country wanted to rule more nations . . . so close
together . . . bound to lead into war). The student uses multiple pieces of evidence to support the
answer (“who were growing stronger, were jealous of eachother” . . . “They went to war partly
because they both wanted more riches and power and partly because each was afraid of the other”).
Sample B Response
Carthage and Rome went into war because they both wanted more riches and power, but also
partly because they were afraid of one another. The source says, "It was impossible for two groups
of proud and powerful people who lived so close to each other not to fight," and since they both
wanted power and they lived so close together, then a war broke out.

2

Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a clear understanding of what led Carthage and Rome into war,
explaining that “since they both wanted power and they lived so close together . . . a war broke
out.” Multiple pieces of evidence are used (both wanted more riches and power . . . they were
afraid of one another . . . “It was impossible for two groups of proud and powerful people who lived
so close to each other not to fight”) to support the answer.
Sample A Response
they went to war because they wanted what the other had, they both want more power, they both
wanted more money, and they both were jealous of each other.
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a partial understanding of the task and provides multiple reasons from
the source for what led Carthage and Rome into war with each other (they wanted what the other
had, they both want more power, they both wanted more money, both were jealous of each other).
However, the student does not provide an explanation of these reasons with evidence from the
source.
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Sample B Response
What led them into war was jealousness and that they were scared of one other.

1

Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a partial understanding of the task and provides multiple reasons from
the source for what led Carthage and Rome into war with each other (jealousness . . . scared of one
other). However, the student does not provide an explanation of these reasons with evidence from
the source.
Sample A Response
they were jelus of each other
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a very limited understanding of the task and provides only one
unexplained reason from the source for what led Carthage and Rome into war with each other (jelus
of each other).
Sample B Response
both because they were both growing stronger

0

Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a very limited understanding of the task and provides only one
unexplained reason from the source for what led Carthage and Rome into war with each other
(were both growing stronger).
Sample A Response
Rome gained power
Sample A Annotation
The student provides an incomplete answer for what led Carthage and Rome into war with each
other and receives no credit.
Sample B Response
Carthage and Rome were in war because Hannibal's route ran right through Rome
Sample B Annotation
The student fails to provide a reason for what led Carthage and Rome into war with each other.
Hannibal’s actions are not a cause of the war based on the source.
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Item Set 1 ‐ Question 10 (TEI Drag‐and‐Drop)

Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

See image
1. History
2. The historical eras, individuals, groups, ideas and themes within regions of the Eastern
Hemisphere and their relationships with one another.
d. Analyze the social, political, cultural, economic, and technological development within
the topics listed in above in evidence outcome “c”.
0.6481
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Item Set 1 ‐ Question 11 (Selected Response)

Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

A
3. Economics
1. Supply and demand influence price and profit in a market economy.
a. Define supply and demand.
0.523

Item Set 1 ‐ Question 12 (Selected Response)
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Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

B
4. Civics
2. Different forms of government and international organizations and their influence in
the world community.
d. Describe common interests and evaluate examples of global collaboration.
.336

Item Set 1 ‐ Question 13 (TEI Drag‐and‐Drop)

Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

See image
3. Economics
2. The distribution of resources influences economic production and individual choices
(Economics and PFL).
g. Define the various types of taxes students will pay as adults (PFL).
0.4928

Item Set 1 ‐ Question 14 (Selected Response)
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Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

D
4. Civics
1. Compare how various nations define the rights, responsibilities, and roles of citizens.
b. List the responsibilities of citizens in various governments.
0.2326

Item Set 1 ‐ Question 15 (Selected Response)

Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:

P Value:

C
1. History
1. Seek and evaluate multiple historical sources with different points of view to
investigate a historical question and to formulate and defend a thesis with evidence.
b. Analyze historical sources for accuracy and point of view while formulating historical
questions. Sources to include but not limited to art, artifacts, eyewitness accounts, letters
and diaries, artifacts, real or simulated historical sites, charts, graphs, diagrams, and
written texts.
0.269
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ANSWER KEY – ITEM SET 2
Item Set 2 ‐ Question 1 (TEI Drag‐and‐Drop)

Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

See image
3. Economics
2. The distribution of resources influences economic production and individual choices
(PFL).
e. Define resources from an economic and personal finance perspective.
0.533
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Item Set 2 ‐ Question 2 (TEI Drag‐and‐Drop)

Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

Item Information
See image
4. Civics
2. Different forms of government and international organizations and their influence in
the world community.
b. Evaluate how various nations interact, resolve their differences, and cooperate.
0.625
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Item Set 2 ‐ Question 3 (Selected Response)

Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

D
2. Geography
1. Use geographic tools to gather data and make geographic inferences and predictions.
c. Collect and analyze data to make geographic inferences and predictions regarding the
Eastern Hemisphere.
0.338

Item Set 2 ‐ Question 4 (Constructed Response)
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Item Information
Answer:
See Scoring Rubric and Sample Student Responses
Standard:
4. Civics
Concepts and Skills 2. Different forms of government and international organizations and their influence in
Mastered:
the world community.
Evidence Outcome: e. Use criteria that identify the attributes of a good government and apply to specific
examples .
Score Point
7.07% of students earned 3 points
46.45% of students earned 2 points
Distribution:
25.25% of students earned 1 point
21.21% of students earned 0 points

Points
3





2






1






0




Scoring Rubric
Attributes
Complete and correct response is demonstrated of the concepts or procedures outlined in the
task.
Student explanations and/or interpretations are clear and complete.
The response may contain minor flaws that do not detract from the demonstration of a thorough
understanding.
The student’s response demonstrates a partial understanding of the concepts or procedures
outlined in the task.
The student expresses an acceptable conclusion or provides an adequate interpretation of the
task; however, the student’s work lacks a complete understanding of the underlying concepts or
procedures outlined in the task.
The response may contain minor flaws that reflect inattentiveness or indicate some
misunderstanding of the underlying concepts or procedures.
The student demonstrates very limited understanding of the concepts or procedures outlined in
the task.
The student’s response is incomplete and exhibits many flaws.
The student’s response addresses some of the conditions of the task; however, the student
reaches an inadequate conclusion and/or provides reasoning that is faulty or incomplete.
The response exhibits many flaws or may beincomplete
Student does not provide a response or provides a response that does not demonstrate an
understanding of the concepts or procedures outlined in thetask.
The student’s explanation may be impossible to interpret, lack sufficient information to
determine the student’s understanding, contain clear misunderstanding of the underlying
concepts and procedures or may be incorrect.
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Sample Student Responses
Points
3
Sample A Response
In Japan, citizens have more rights overall. Though they must wait until they are 20 to vote (while
Chinese can vote at 18), there are 9 political groups, giving them more autonomy. Citizens can
choose their jobs in Japan, whereas that is not allowed in China. Children must go to school for a
longer number of years in Japan, but this gives them better education and more opportunities. In
both countries, citizens must pay taxes on their incomes. However, Japan gives its citizens more
rights.
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a clear understanding of concepts outlined in the task and presents a
clear and complete explanation of the country that has more rights. The student provides
multiple supporting examples from the table and clearly describes how these examples relate to
increased rights in the country (Though they must wait until they are 20 to vote (while Chinese
can vote at 18), there are 9 political groups, giving them more autonomy . . . Children must go to
school for a longer number of years in Japan, but this gives them better education and more
opportunities).
Sample B Response
Even though Chinese citizens can vote earlier, citizens have more rights in Japan. In Japan, citizens
can choose their jobs. It is good that children go to school until the age of 15. They get more
education. Japan has nine parties which means citizens can go to whichever party they like to
express their thoughts. China and Japan are similar, but i feel that Japan gives more rights to its
people.

2

Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a clear understanding of concepts outlined in the task and provides
a clear and complete explanation of the country that has more rights. The student provides
multiple supporting examples from the table and clearly describes how these
examplesrelateto increasedrights inthecountry (Itis good thatchildren go toschool until
theage of 15.They get more education . . . Even though Chinese citizens can vote earlier,
citizenshave more rights in Japan... Japanhasninepolitical parties which means citizens can
go to whichever party they like to express their thoughts).
Sample A Response
Japan has the most rights because they have 9 political parties and china only has one. Japan
chooses their jobs and china doesnt.
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a partial understanding of the concepts outlined in the task and provides
an adequate explanation of the country that has more rights. The student uses examples from the
table (they have 9 political parties, and China only has one. Japan chooses their jobs and China
doesn't), but these examples are not clear or complete.
Sample B Response
To me China has more rights because on the Voting in Japan you have to be 20 to vote and, in China
you can be 18. Also, the government shows that in China you get assigned jobs, Japan on the other
hand choose their jobs. The taxes may be the same but the school / education age, ends at 12 to me
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that is really cool because then you will have the choice to stay at school or not and your parents
wont and get in trouble with the government, for the political parties, I think Japan would win on
that
Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a partial understanding of the concepts outlined in the task and
provides an adequate explanation of the country that has more rights. The student uses
examples from the table (on the voting in Japan you have to be 20 to vote, and in China you can
be 18 . . . the school/education age ends at 12 to me that is really cool because then you will
have the choice to stay at school or not and your parents won't get in trouble with the
government.). However, these examples are not clear or complete.
1

Sample A Response
in both countries the citizens have equal rights. In the five categories. In each category they are
different until taxes. In both China and Japan the taxes are paid on all income. The education in
China is the children only have to go to school until they are 12, in Japan they have to go until they
are 15. In Japan they can choose their jobs, they have 9 political party and vote at age 20. In China
their government assigns their jobs, they have one political party, and they can vote at age 18.
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates very limited understanding of the concepts outlined in the task by not
including a conclusion about which country has more rights.

0

Sample B Response
i think that japan has more rights because they can choose thir jobs they vote at the age of 20 and
their kids have to attend school at 15
Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates very limited understanding of the concepts outlined in the task and
provides an inadequate explanation about which country has more rights. The support from the
tables is unclear (they can choose thir jobs they vote at the age of 20 and their kids have to attend
school at 15) and lacks any comparison to the other country.
Sample A Response
i think people in the united states have moro freedom like they can work at any job they whanr and
people dont boss them around because people dont whant kings of queens and u.s. gits to go to
school for free but in some places you haft to pay of you dont get school at all.
Sample A Annotation
The student does not demonstrate an understanding of the concepts outlined in the task by
discussing how “people in the united states have moro freedon.”
Sample B Response
They have more rights in education because kids could vote in ages 12 to 15.thats why they have
more voting then other sates do because some state dont have thatt kind of ages they thinke we stil
dont know how voting works they whanted to connect how many voters vote but they dont really
care about it. the have a differt kind of objects about the state.
Sample B Annotation
The student does not demonstrate an understanding of the concepts outlined in the task by
discussing education and voting instead of following the directives of the prompt.
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Item Set 2 ‐ Question 5 (Selected Response)

Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

C
2. Geography
1. Use geographic tools to gather data and make geographic inferences and predictions.
a. Interpret maps and other geographic tools to find patterns in human and physical
systems.
0.422
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Item Set 2 ‐ Question 6 (Selected Response)

Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

D
3. Economics
2. The distribution of resources influences economic production and individual choices
(PFL).
b. Identify patterns of trade between places based on distribution of resources.
0.354

Item Set 2 ‐ Question 7 (Selected Response)

Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

D
1. History
2. The historical eras, individuals, groups, ideas and themes within regions of the Eastern
Hemisphere and their relationships with one another.
b. Determine and explain the historical context of key people, events, and ideas over
time and include the examination of different perspectives from people involved.
0.615
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Item Set 2 ‐ Question 8 (Constructed Response)

Item Information
Answer:
See Scoring Rubric and Sample Student Responses
Standard:
1. History
Concepts and Skills 1. Seek and evaluate multiple historical sources with different points of view to
Mastered:
investigate a historical question and to formulate and defend a thesis with evidence.
Evidence Outcome: b. Analyze historical sources for accuracy and point of view while formulating historical
questions. Sources to include but not limited to art, artifacts, eyewitness accounts,
letters and diaries, artifacts, real or simulated historical sites, charts, graphs, diagrams,
and written texts.
Score Point
19.12% of students earned 3 points.
Distribution:
25.81% of students earned 2 points.
14.39% of students earned 1 point.
40.68% of students earned 0 points.

Points
3
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Scoring Rubric
Attributes
Complete and correct response is demonstrated of the concepts or procedures outlined in the
task.
Student explanations and/or interpretations are clear and complete.
The response may contain minor flaws that do not detract from the demonstration of a thorough
understanding.
The student’s response demonstrates a partial understanding of the concepts or procedures
outlined in the task.
The student expresses an acceptable conclusion or provides an adequate interpretation of the
task; however, the student’s work lacks a complete understanding of the underlying concepts or
procedures outlined in the task.
The response may contain minor flaws that reflect inattentiveness or indicate some
misunderstanding of the underlying concepts or procedures.
The student demonstrates very limited understanding of the concepts or procedures outlined in
the task.
The student’s response is incomplete and exhibits many flaws.
The student’s response addresses some of the conditions of the task; however, the student
reaches an inadequate conclusion and/or provides reasoning that is faulty or incomplete.
The response exhibits many flaws or may beincomplete.
Student does not provide a response or provides a response that does not demonstrate an
understanding of the concepts or procedures outlined in the task.
The student’s explanation may be impossible to interpret, lack sufficient information to
determine the student’s understanding, contain clear misunderstanding of the underlying
concepts and procedures or may be incorrect.
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Sample Student Responses
Points
3
Sample A Response
One concern was the lack of water. They solved this problem by using a natural fountain to sustain
them. In the account of an unknown author describing the Crusader's siege of Jerusalem in 1099
states "We were afflicted by great thirst, so much that in fear and terror we had to water our horses
and other animals six miles away. The dountain of Siloam, at the foot of Mount Sion, sustained us,
but the ater was sold amoung us at a hight price". Another concern was the lack of food. They
solved this by capturing animals and dividing them amoung their people. An account of the first
Crusade by Damibert, Godfrey, and Raymond, in 1099 states" On the day preceeding the battle the
army captured many thousands of camels, oxen and sheep. By the command of the princes there
were divided among the people."
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a clear understanding of the concepts being measured and offers two
important concerns of the Crusaders (lack of water . . . lack of food). Explanations are provided that
use evidence from the sources as support (using a natural fountain to sustain them . . . six miles
away . . . Mount Sion . . . capturing animals and dividing them amoung their people).
Sample B Response
The first concern that the Crusaders had to face was that duirng their siege, they couldn't find food
to buy. Therefore, the Crusaders dealt with this problem when a messenger came from their ships.
For example, in Source 2, it stated, "During the siege we were unable to find any bread to buy for
about the space of ten days, until a messenger came from our ships..." Lastly, another concern that
the Crusaders had to face was that they were very low on water. This problem was solved when
they found a fountain. For instance, in the same source, it stated, "We were afflicted by great
thirst...The fountain of Siloam, at the foot of Mount Sion, sustained us..."

2

Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a clear understanding of the concepts being measured and offers two
important concerns of the Crusaders (couldn’t find food to buy . . . very low on water). Explanations
are provided that use evidence from the sources as support (dealt with this problem when a
messenger came from their ships . . . solved when they found a fountain . . . fountain of Siloam . . .
Mount Sion).
Sample A Response
Thirst was a concern that the crusaders had. They solved this concern by traveling to the base of a
mountain to gather water and sold it at a high price.
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a partial understanding of the concepts being measured and offers one
important concern of the Crusaders (Thirst). An explanation is provided that uses evidence from the
sources as support (traveling to the base of a mountain to gather water . . . sold it at a high price).
Sample B Response
two concerns were starvation and dehidration and they dealt with these concerns by getting food
from other places and drinking water miles away from the city
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Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a partial understanding of the concepts being measured and offers two
important concerns of the Crusaders (starvation and dehydration). The student provides a general
explanation for each (getting food from other places . . . drinking water miles away from the city)
but fails to use evidence from the sources as support.
Sample A Response
The first crusades concern was getting water , and giving horses water. they came over that by
getting a camel instead of a horse and getting water.
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a very limited understanding of the concepts being measured and offers
one important concern of the Crusaders (getting water . . . giving horses water). However, the
student fails to explain the concern and has no evidence from the sources as support.
Sample B Response
they affliced by great thirst
they where divided among people

0

Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a very limited understanding of the concepts being measured and offers
one important concern of the Crusaders (affliced by great thirst). However, the student fails to
explain the concern and has no evidence from the sources as support.
Sample A Response
BAsed on the accounts form the FIrst Crusade, a concer that someone had was that they werent
blockading enough, so for the next one they are going to blockad Antioch with all thoroughness.
Sample A Annotation
The student does not demonstrate an understanding of the concepts being measured and offers an
incorrect response in terms of the prompt.
Sample B Response
Two important concers of the Crusades and how the Crusaders dealt with these concers is by, The
Christain Crusaders battled Muslims for contol of Jerusealem, also, othersitedimportant to both
religions. The way that they dealt with it is by Crusaders ained control of Jersalem.
Sample B Annotation
The student does not demonstrate an understanding of the concepts being measured and offers an
incorrect response in terms of the prompt.
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Item Set 2 ‐ Question 9 (Constructed Response)

Item Information
Answer:
See Scoring Rubric and Sample Student Responses
Standard:
1. History
Concepts and Skills 2. The historical eras, individuals, groups, ideas and themes within regions of the Eastern
Mastered:
Hemisphere and their relationships with one another.
Evidence Outcome: e. Describe the history, interactions, and contributions of various peoples and cultures
that have lived in or migrated to the Eastern Hemisphere. Topics to include but not
limited to world religions, the Silk Road, East/West contact and settlement patterns.
10.67% of students earned 3 points.
Score Point
40.65% of students earned 2 points.
Distribution:
32.77% of students earned 1 point.
15.91% of students earned 0 points.

Points
3
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Scoring Rubric
Attributes
Complete and correct response is demonstrated of the concepts or procedures outlined in the
task.
Student explanations and/or interpretations are clear and complete.
The response may contain minor flaws that do not detract from the demonstration of a
thorough understanding.
The student’s response demonstrates a partial understanding of the concepts or procedures
outlined in the task.
The student expresses an acceptable conclusion or provides an adequate interpretation of the
task; however, the student’s work lacks a complete understanding of the underlying concepts or
procedures outlined in the task.
The response may contain minor flaws that reflect inattentiveness or indicate some
misunderstanding of the underlying concepts or procedures.
The student demonstrates very limited understanding of the concepts or procedures outlined in
the task.
The student’s response is incomplete and exhibits many flaws.
The student’s response addresses some of the conditions of the task; however, the student
reaches an inadequate conclusion and/or provides reasoning that is faulty or incomplete.
The response exhibits many flaws or may beincomplete.
Student does not provide a response or provides a response that does not demonstrate an
understanding of the concepts or procedures outlined in thetask.
The student’s explanation may be impossible to interpret, lack sufficient information to
determine the student’s understanding, contain clear misunderstanding of the underlying
concepts and procedures or may be incorrect.
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Sample Student Responses
Points
3
Sample A Response
Some advantages of living in a castle or walled fortress is if people try to attack from the outside,
the walls will protect you. The rocks or bullets will just hit the wall, and won't injure you. A
disadvantage lo if they are attacking you you can't come out and fight. Like the exerpt "Stones of
such great size were hurled that no one inside the walls dared raise a hand or look out of the
openings or try any method of resistance." This shows that they'll throw things of large enough size
to try and break down your walls, and you can't fight against them.
Sample A Annotation
Demonstrating a clear understanding of the concepts being measured, the student offers an
advantage (if people try to attack from the outside, the walls will protect you), a disadvantage (if
they are attacking you can’t come out and fight . . . “Stones of such great size were hurled that no
one inside the walls dared raise a hand or look out of the openings or try any method of resistance” .
. . break you’re your walls, and you can’t fight against them), and an example from the sources to
support the answer.
Sample B Response
The advantages of living in a castle of walled fortress was you got protection from the outside
world. No one could immidiatly kill you between walls and the castle could also provide food and
shelter for injured or resting Crusaders. The disadvantages of living inside a castle of walled fortress
was that tecnology at the time alowed for a catapult to huri massive rocks at the walls breaking the
barrier and people could use towers to get over the wall and kill allthe people trapped inside.

2

Sample B Annotation
Demonstrating a clear understanding of the concepts being measured, the student offers an
advantage (protection from the outside world . . . food and shelter for injured or resting Crusaders),
a disadvantage (tecnology at the time alowed for a catapult to hurl massive rocks at the walls
breaking the barrier . . . people could use towers to get over the wall and kill allthe people trapped
inside), and an example from the sources to support the answer.
Sample A Response
Some advantages were that nobody could get in,had something to be protected by,might not want
to attack them
Disadvantages:can't do anything if the walls get hit cause they will be knocked over,if they are
behind the walls they could get killed by the walls
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a partial understanding of the concepts being measured. The response
contains an advantage (something to be protected by) and a disadvantage (if the walls get hit . . .
they will be knocked over . . . could get killed). However, the student does not have any examples
from the sources to support the answer.
Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a partial understanding of the concepts being measured. The response
contains an advantage (being protected from surprise attacks) and a disadvantage (if someone got
sick they were kindaall stuck in the same place). However, the student does not have any examples
from the sources to support the answer.
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Sample A Response
THE ADVANTEGE OF LIVEG IN A CASTLE OR WALLED FORTRESS IS THAT IT'S HARD FOR YOUR FOES
TO ENTER
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a very limited understanding of the concepts being measured and offers
an advantage (hard for your foes to enter). However, the student does not offer a disadvantage nor
support from the sources.
Sample B Response
an adavantage is enemy wont be able to get in to the welled castle

0

Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a very limited understanding of the concepts being measured and offers
an advantage (enemy wont be able to get in to the welled castle). However, the student does not
offer a disadvantage nor support from the sources.
Sample A Response
they just needed help.
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates no understanding of the concepts being measured, offering no
advantages or disadvantages of castles or walled fortresses.
Sample B Response
living in a castle means that your are like a king,knight,princess,prince and all the other stuff thats
royal. but sometimes your enimies will come and abandon it because they know you are the ruler.
Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates no understanding of the concepts being measured and offers an
incorrect answer in terms of the prompt.

Item Set 2 ‐ Question 10 (Constructed Response)
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Item Information
Answer:
See Scoring Rubric and Sample Student Responses
Standard:
1. History
Concepts and Skills 2. The historical eras, individuals, groups, ideas and themes within regions of the Eastern
Mastered:
Hemisphere and their relationships with one another.
Evidence Outcome: a. Explain how people interact and are interconnected over key periods or eras in history
in the Eastern Hemisphere.
Score Point
4.42% of students earned 3 points.
22.19% of students earned 2 points.
Distribution:
40.98% of students earned 1 point.
32.40% of students earned 0 points.

Points
3
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Scoring Rubric
Attributes
Complete and correct response is demonstrated of the concepts or procedures outlined in the
task.
Student explanations and/or interpretations are clear and complete.
The response may contain minor flaws that do not detract from the demonstration of a thorough
understanding.
The student’s response demonstrates a partial understanding of the concepts or procedures
outlined in the task.
The student expresses an acceptable conclusion or provides an adequate interpretation of the
task; however, the student’s work lacks a complete understanding of the underlying concepts or
procedures outlined in the task.
The response may contain minor flaws that reflect inattentiveness or indicate some
misunderstanding of the underlying concepts or procedures.
The student demonstrates very limited understanding of the concepts or procedures outlined in
the task.
The student’s response is incomplete and exhibits many flaws.
The student’s response addresses some of the conditions of the task; however, the student
reaches an inadequate conclusion and/or provides reasoning that is faulty or incomplete.
The response exhibits many flaws or may beincomplete.
Student does not provide a response or provides a response that does not demonstrate an
understanding of the concepts or procedures outlined in the task.
The student’s explanation may be impossible to interpret, lack sufficient information to
determine the student’s understanding, contain clear misunderstanding of the underlying
concepts and procedures or may be incorrect.

Sample Student Responses
Points
3
Sample A Response
Trade increased between the Middle East and Europe during the crusades because of the constant
interactions between the two regions. As shown in the map on source 1, European crusaders made
their way to the Middle East on several occasions. Although they had other motives as well, they
saw this as an oppurtunity to increase trade. Other europeans not in the crusades most likely
traveled to the Middle East as well. As we notice in source 5. The middle east and europe has a very
different array of goods to trade. Both needed what the other had, so there was no refusal. These
are the reasons why trade increased betweebn the middle east and europe during the crusades.
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Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a clear understanding of the concepts being measured and provides a
reason for why trade increased (the Crusaders started venturing into other regions they discovered
new culture and goods and services they need . . . didn’t have many resources from the Crusades . . .
able to make something they’re good at and then trade it for more items they need or wanted). The
reason is explained well and has evidence from the sources (in Source 5 spices, sugar, luxery items,
silk, dyes, perfume, ivory, and cotton were traded for good from Europe like wool and linen cloth,
glasswere, grain, wood, animal skins, wepons, an silver) to support the reason.
Sample B Response
Trade increased between the Middle East and Europe because during the crusades passages to and
from both the Middle East and Europe were used freqently so it could be easily used as a trading
route also. Next, trade increased becasue Europeans needed the goods that the Middle East had...
the account form the first crusade proves it by saying, "The city is supplied to an incredible extent
with grain, wine, oil and all kinds of food."

2

Sample B Annotation
Demonstrating a clear understanding of the concepts being measured, the student offers two
reasons for why trade increased (during the crusades passages to and from both the Middle East
and Europe were used frequently so it could be easily used as a trading route also . . . Europeans
needed the goods that the Middle East had). The reasons are explained well, and the student uses
evidence from the sources (“The city supplied to an incredible extent with grain, wine, oil, and all
kinds of food”) to support the answer.
Sample A Response
Trading increased during the Crusades between Europe and the Middle East for several reasons.
For example all three Crusades ran from Europe straight through the Middle East. Another reason is
that the Crusaders were running low on food and water during their seiges which gave Europe and
the Middle East trading oppertunities. Those are some of the reasos why trading increased during
the Crusades.
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a partial understanding of the concepts being measured and offers two
reasons for why trade increased (all three Crusades ran from from Europed straight through the
Middle East . . . the Crusaders were running low on food and water during their sieges which gave
Europe and the Middle East trading opertunities). Although the reasons are explained well, the
student does not use evidence from the sources to support the answer.
Sample B Response
Trade increased between the Middle East and Europe during the Crusades because the Crusaders
traveled all over the Middle East and Europe. By doing so, they would have items from one area and
trade with the people of another area. They would trade for new items, or items that they needed.
By traveling all over Europe and the Middle East and trading, the Crusaders increased trade in those
areas.
Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a partial understanding of the concepts being measured and offers a
reason for why trade increased (the Crusaders traveled all over the Middle East and Europe . . . they
would have items from one area and trade with the people of another area . . . trade for new items .
. . items that they needed). Although the reasons are generally explained well, the student does not
use evidence from the sources to support the answer.
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Sample A Response
They were in need of supplies from one another during the crusades.
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a very limited understanding of the concepts being measured and offers
a reason for why trade increased (in need of supplies). However, the student does not provide an
explanation and evidence from the sources to support the answer.
Sample B Response
Because there were more trade oprotunities.

0

Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a very limited understanding of the concepts being measured and offers
only a reason for why trade increased (more trade oprotunities). The student does not provide an
explanation nor use evidence from the sources to support the answer.
Sample A Response
THE REASON THE TRADE INCREASED WAS CAUSE THE PEOPLE IN THE TOWN INCREASED
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates no understanding of the concepts being measured because the answer is
incorrect in terms of the sources.
Sample B Response
Something increased because a land was conquered.
Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates no understanding of the concepts being measured because the answer is
incorrect in terms of the prompt.

Item Set 2 ‐ Question 11 (TEI Inline Choice)

Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

Item Information
See image
4. Civics
1. Compare how various nations define the rights, responsibilities, and roles of citizens.
a. Compare the definition of citizen in various governments
0.187
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Item Set 2 ‐ Question 12 (TEI Hot Spot)

Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

See image
3. Economics
1. Supply and demand influence price and profit in a market economy.
c. Define and identify factors that impact price.
0.347

Item Set 2 ‐ Question 13 (Selected Response)
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Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

A
2. Geography
1. Use geographic tools to gather data and make geographic inferences and predictions.
a. Interpret maps and other geographic tools to find patterns in human and physical
systems.
0.774

Item Set 2 ‐ Question 14 (Selected Response)

Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

B
3. Economics
1. Supply and demand influence price and profit in a market economy.
a. Define supply and demand.
0.549

Item Set 2 ‐ Question 15 (Selected Response)

Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

B
4. Civics
2. Different forms of government and international organizations and their influence in
the world community.
a. Compare different forms of government in the world and how they derive their
authority.
0.486
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ANSWER KEY ‐ ITEM SET 3
Item Set 3 ‐ Question 1 (Selected Response)

Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and
Skills Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

C
3. Economics
2. The distribution of resources influences economic production and individual choices.
b. Identify patterns of trade between places based on distribution of resources.
0.733

Item Set 3 ‐ Question 2 (Selected Response)
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Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:

A
1. History
2. The historical eras, individuals, groups, ideas and themes within regions of the Eastern
Hemisphere and their relationships with one another.

Evidence Outcome: a. Explain how people interact and are interconnected over key periods or eras in
history in the Eastern Hemisphere.
P Value:
0.59
Item Set 3 ‐ Question 3 (Selected Response)

Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

D
1. History
2. The historical eras, individuals, groups, ideas and themes within regions of the Eastern
Hemisphere and their relationships with one another.
d. Analyze the social, political, cultural, economic, and technological development within
the topics listed in evidence outcome "c".
0.32

Item Set 3 ‐ Question 4 (Constructed Response)
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Item Information
Answer:
See Scoring Rubric and Sample Student Responses
Standard:
4. Civics
Concepts and Skills 2. Different forms of government and international organizations and their influence in
Mastered:
the world community.
Evidence Outcome: a. Compare different forms of government in the world and how they derive their
authority.
Score Point
12.00% of students earned 3 points.
Distribution:
40.00% of students earned 2 points.
29.00% of students earned 1 point.
19.00% of students earned 0 points.

Points
3
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0

Scoring Rubric
Attributes
Complete and correct response is demonstrated of the concepts or procedures outlined in the
task.
Student explanations and/or interpretations are clear and complete.
The response may contain minor flaws that do not detract from the demonstration of a thorough
understanding.
The student’s response demonstrates a partial understanding of the concepts or procedures
outlined in thetask.
The student expresses an acceptable conclusion or provides an adequate interpretation of the
task; however, the student’s work lacks a complete understanding of the underlying concepts or
procedures outlined in the task.
The response may contain minor flaws that reflect inattentiveness or indicate some
misunderstanding of the underlying concepts or procedures.
The student demonstrates very limited understanding of the concepts or procedures outlined in
thetask.
The student’s response is incomplete and exhibits many flaws.
The student’s response addresses some of the conditions of the task; however, the student
reaches an inadequate conclusion and/or provides reasoning that is faulty or incomplete.
The response exhibits many flaws or may be incomplete.

 Student does not provide a response or provides a response that does not demonstrate an

understanding of the concepts or procedures outlined in the task.
 The student’s explanation may be impossible to interpret, lack sufficient information to
determine the student’s understanding, contain clear misunderstanding of the underlying
concepts and procedures or may be incorrect.
Sample Student Responses
Points
3
Sample A Response
The government in Mauritania is a military dictatorship, and the U.S.A. is a democracy, so there are
different ways of gaining power in each countries. In Mauritania, leaders usually come to power by
force, even if there is another way to formally gain power, and then expect all to listen to their
plans. Meanwhile, the people vote for the president in the United States, and whoever is elected is
formally accepted into power. These governments are almost complete opposites, with one run by
a leader who siezed power and the other fueled by votes.
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Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a clear understanding of the concepts being measured and
compares/contrasts the two governments and how they obtain authority. The student provides a
clear explanation for each country (Mauritania is a military dictatorship . . .U.S.A. is a democracy . . .
Mauritania, leaders usually come to power by force, even if there is another way to formally gain
power . . . then expect all to listen to their plans . . . the people vote for the president in the United
States . . . whoever is elected if formally accepted into power . . . complete opposites . . . one run by a
leader who siezed power and the other fueled by votes).
Sample B Response
The governments are different because Mauritania has a military government and the USA has a
president. In Mauritania the government is just taken over by whoever is powerful enough to take
it. In the USA, the president is voted into office by the citizens that vote in an election between
multiple people to choose the president.
Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a clear understanding of the concepts being measured and
compares/contrasts the two governments and how they obtain authority. The student provides a
clear explanation for each country (Mauritania has a military government and the USA has a
president . . . Mauritania . . . government is just taken over by whoever is powerful enough to take it
. . . USA . . . president is voted into office by the citizens that vote in an election).
2

Sample A Response
In Mauritania the government is based on seizeing control of people in the United states tho the
people have the power they choose who their leader is .
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a partial understanding of the concepts being measured and
compares/contrasts the two governments and how they obtain authority. However, the student
only offers a brief description for each country (Mauritania . . . based on seizing control of people . .
. United states tho the people have the power they choose who their leader is).
Sample B Response
Mauritania and the United States governments are different in the way they obtain their authority
by the United States elects people every 4 year so Obama was re‐elected after being in their for 4
years already. Mauritania seized power, which means that he must have been in the family that has
been the leader so when it was time for one of his family members tiem to leave office he was just
put in as the king or leader.
Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a partial understanding of the concepts being measured and
compares/contrasts the two governments and how they obtain authority. The student offers a brief
description for each country (United States elects people every 4 year so Obama was re‐elected
after being in their for 4 years already. Mauritania seized power, which means that he must have
been in the family that has been the leader . . . just put in as the king or leader). The Mauritania
description has a lot of incorrect information, but the student does write, “seized power.”
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Sample A Response
They are different because in the United States, we are focused on realecteing our leader, while in
Mauritania they are focused on their military government. Also, the U.S. has a different type of
government that Mauritania has.
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a very limited understanding of the concepts being measured and
attempts to compares/contrasts the two governments and how they obtain authority. The student
offers a brief description for each country (United States, we are focused on realecteing our leader .
. . Mauritania, focused on their military government), but only the U.S. description is correct.
Sample B Response
In the government of Mauritania, their authority is more severe than the government in the United
States.

0

Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a very limited understanding of the concepts being measured and
compares/contrasts the two governments and how they obtain authority. However, the student
provides only a general description of the two governments (Mauritania . . . more severe than the
government in the United States).
Sample A Response
They both said what they think on their opinion of what people think.
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates no understanding of the concepts being measured and offers an
incorrect response.
Sample B Response
Based on the headlines of the two goverments, I can tell that they are different in many ways like
the United States daily news came out November 7,2012 and the Mauritania daily news came out
August 7,2008.
Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates no understanding of the concepts being measured and compares the
dates the news came out instead of addressing the directives of the prompt.

Item Set 3 ‐ Question 5 (TEI Inline Choice)
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Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

See image
2. Geography
1. Use geographic tools to gather data and make geographic inferences and
predictions.
d. Ask and answer questions after examining geographic sources.
0.423

Item Set 3 ‐ Question 6 (Selected Response)

Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:

P Value:

A
1. History
2. The historical eras, individuals, groups, ideas and themes within regions of the
Eastern Hemisphere and their relationships with one another.
c. Describe the foundation and development of key historical topics. Topics to
include but not limited to early civilizations, Greece, Rome, ancient China and
ancient African civilizations, and the Medieval World incorporating the Crusades
and Feudalism.
0. 623
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Item Set 3 ‐ Question 7 (Selected Response)

Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

B
2. Geography
2. Regions have different issues and perspectives.
b. Analyze and interpret data using geographic tools and create maps.
0.407

Item Set 3 ‐ Question 8 (Selected Response)

Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

Item Information
A
2. Geography
2. Regions have different issues and perspectives.
b. Analyze and interpret data using geographic tools and create maps.
0.539
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Item Set 3 ‐ Question 9 (Constructed Response)

Item Information
Answer:
See Scoring Rubric and Sample Student Responses
Standard:
1. History
Concepts and Skills 2. The historical eras, individuals, groups, ideas and themes within regions of the Eastern
Mastered:
Hemisphere and their relationships with one another.
Evidence Outcome: d. Analyze the social, political, cultural, economic, and technological development within
the topics listed in evidence outcome "c”.
Score Point
6.18% of students earned 3 points.
Distribution:
35.12% of students earned 2 points.
35.33% of students earned 1 point.
23.37% of students earned 0 points.

Points
3





2






1






0





Scoring Rubric
Attributes
Complete and correct response is demonstrated of the concepts or procedures outlined in the
task.
Student explanations and/or interpretations are clear and complete.
The response may contain minor flaws that do not detract from the demonstration of a thorough
understanding.
The student’s response demonstrates a partial understanding of the concepts or procedures
outlined in thetask.
The student expresses an acceptable conclusion or provides an adequate interpretation of the
task; however, the student’s work lacks a complete understanding of the underlying concepts or
procedures outlined in thetask.
The response may contain minor flaws that reflect inattentiveness or indicate some
misunderstanding of the underlying concepts or procedures.
The student demonstrates very limited understanding of the concepts or procedures outlined in
the task.
The student’s response is incomplete and exhibits many flaws.
The student’s response addresses some of the conditions of the task; however, the student
reaches an inadequate conclusion and/or provides reasoning that is faulty or incomplete.
The response exhibits many flaws or may be incomplete.
Student does not provide a response or provides a response that does not demonstrate an
understanding of the concepts or procedures outlined in the task.
The student’s explanation may be impossible to interpret, lack sufficient information to determine
the student’s understanding, contain clear misunderstanding of the underlying concepts and
procedures or may be incorrect.
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Sample Student Responses
Points
3
Sample A Response
An early agricultural society may have benefitted from the development of a writing system by
using the writting to keep track of transactions or history. Keeping track of monetary transactions
would allow people to shift from subsistance farming to more market base techniques, for exaple
growwing a large amount of barley and trading for other foods instead of only growing enough
barley for their family and also planting vegetables, etc. Keeping track of History could allow people
to Predict natural events, such as the flooding of the nile river (Source 3).
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a clear understanding of the concepts being measured. This response
contains multiple reasons for why an agricultural civilization may have benefitted from the
development of a writing system (to keep track of transactions or history . . . monetary transactions
. . . allow people to shift from subsistence farming to more market base techniques . . . Keeping track
of History could allow people to Predict natural events . . . flooding of the nile river). In addition, the
student uses evidence from the sources to support the answer.
Sample B Response
An early agricultural civilization may have benifitted from the development of a writing system
because they could communicate. Such things they could comminutate are water, and barley and
harvest. They could also keep records of when they planted, who's the "head," or leader, and much
more using the writing system or symbols. Another way an early agricultural civilization may have
bennifitted from the development of a writing system are what the crops are. You could put a
headstone and writing in front of different crops, so they could identify what they were.

2

Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a clear understanding of the concepts being measured. This response
contains multiple reasons for why an agricultural civilization may have benefitted from the
development of a writing system (they could communicate . . . water, and barley and harvest . . .
keep records of when they planted, who’s the “head” or leader . . . what the crops are . . . put a
headstone and writing in front of the different crops, so they could identify what they were). In
addition, the student uses evidence from Source 4 to support the answer.
Sample A Response
Early agricultural civilization benefitted from the development of a writing system. First, it was
another way for people to commnicate and share ideas. Also, farmers (or anyone) could write down
important farming facts/facts in general, so that they wouldn’t forget it for next year. The
development of a writing system benefitted early agricultural civilizations.
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a partial understanding of the concepts being measured. This response
contains multiple reasons for why an agricultural civilization may have benefitted from the
development of a writing system (another way for people to communicate and share ideas . . .
farmers (or anyone) could write down important farming facts/facts in general so they wouldn’t
forget it for next year). However, the student has no evidence from the sources to support the
answer.
Sample B Response
Being able to keep crop records and laws are major reasons.
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1

Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a partial understanding of the concepts being measured. This response
contains multiple reasons for why an agricultural civilization may have benefitted from the
development of a writing system (to keep crop records and laws). However, the student offers no
evidence from the sources to support the answer.
Sample A Response
The ways an early agricultural civilization may have benefitted from the development of a writing
system would be because of the writing people learn how to communicate with others
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a very limited understanding of the concepts being measured. This
response contains one reason for why an agricultural civilization may have benefitted from the
development of a writing system (learn how to communicate with others). The student does not
provide any evidence from the sources as support.
Sample B Response
They might have benefitted from a writing system because they would be able to comuicate better.

0

Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a very limited understanding of the concepts being measured. This
response contains one reason for why an agricultural civilization may have benefitted from the
development of a writing system (would be able to communicate better). The student offers no
evidence from the sources to support the answer.
Sample A Response
it would hve probaly benefited them because they were very good at writing and could have
probaly helped
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates no understanding of the concepts being measured because the ideas are
too vague to receive any credit.
Sample B Response
ancient egyptians used hieroglyphs
Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates no understanding of the concepts being measured. Although the idea
presented is factual, the student does not discuss why an agricultural civilization may have
benefitted from the development of a writing system.

Item Set 3 ‐ Question 10 (Constructed Response)
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Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
Score Point
Distribution:

Points
3





2






1






0





Item Information
See Scoring Rubric and Sample Student Responses
2. Geography
2. Regions have different issues and perspectives.
d. Explain how the physical environment of a place influences its economy, culture, and
trade patterns.
9.32% of students earned 3 points.
34.23% of students earned 2 points.
34.50% of students earned 1 point.
21.94% of students earned 0 points.

Scoring Rubric
Attributes
Complete and correct response is demonstrated of the concepts or procedures outlined in the
task.
Student explanations and/or interpretations are clear and complete.
The response may contain minor flaws that do not detract from the demonstration of a thorough
understanding.
The student’s response demonstrates a partial understanding of the concepts or procedures
outlined in thetask.
The student expresses an acceptable conclusion or provides an adequate interpretation of the
task; however, the student’s work lacks a complete understanding of the underlying concepts or
procedures outlined in thetask.
The response may contain minor flaws that reflect inattentiveness or indicate some
misunderstanding of the underlying concepts or procedures.
The student demonstrates very limited understanding of the concepts or procedures outlined in
the task.
The student’s response is incomplete and exhibits many flaws.
The student’s response addresses some of the conditions of the task; however, the student
reaches an inadequate conclusion and/or provides reasoning that is faulty or incomplete.
The response exhibits many flaws or may be incomplete.
Student does not provide a response or provides a response that does not demonstrate an
understanding of the concepts or procedures outlined in the task.
The student’s explanation may be impossible to interpret, lack sufficient information to
determine
the student’s understanding, contain clear misunderstanding of the underlying concepts and
procedures or may be incorrect.
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Sample Student Responses
Points
3
Sample A Response
River valley civilizations share many physical features that help them survive and are important
when founding a new civilization. First, the river of the river civilization provides the civilization with
a constant supply of water. Land needs water to be fertile, and it needs to be fertile to grow crops,
also people/animals need to drink water. This is supported in source 3 where it talks about how
"Simple irrigation with short canals and ditched used... Irrigation system carried water short
distances". This provides support that ancient civilizations used/needed water (for drinking and
farming). Also, rivers provided access to transportaion for trading. Ancient civilians could use the
rivers for faster transportation (than walking). This increased trade because it was easier. This is
relevant in source 5 because both Sumer and Mohenjo‐Daro were in the Indus valley, but they were
far apart. Traders (that probably used the river for transpertation) went between Sumer and
Mohenjo‐Daro, which spreasd culture (that's why the pictures have similar features). The physical
environment helped river civilizations survive and may be important in a new civilization.
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a clear understanding of the concepts being measured. The response
contains a characteristic of the physical environment shared by the river valley civilizations (river . . .
contstant supply of water). The student explains how the characteristics are important in the
founding of a civilization (Land needs water to be fertile . . . grow crops . . . “Simple irrigation with
short canals and ditched used . . . Irrigation system carried water short distances” . . .
people/animals need to drink water . . . transportation for trading . . . Traders . . . went between
Sumer and Mohenjo‐Daro, which spread culture) and uses evidence from the sources to support the
answer.
Sample B Response
The early river valley civilizations all had a river from which they could drink from, get water to farm
with, and to travel on it. These charecteristics were important to founding civilization because the
water let them grow food then once they had a surplus of it they could specialize in a certain trade.
This is shown in source one on the map where all the civilizations are next to a river.

2

Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a clear understanding of the concepts being measured. The response
contains a characteristic of the physical environment shared by the river valley civilizations (all had
a river . . . shown in source one . . . all the civilizations are next to a river). The student explains how
the characteristics are important in the founding of a civilization (they could drink from, get water to
farm with, and to travel on it . . . the water let them grow food then once they had a surplus of it
they could specialize in a certain trade) and uses evidence from the sources to support the answer.
Sample A Response
The river valley civilizations all share the physical feature of rivers. This characteristic would be
important to the founding of a civilization because the rivers allowed for good farmland soil to feed
a population and as a main water source which was important to every early civilization.
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a partial understanding of the concepts being measured. This response
contains a characteristic of the physical environment shared by the river valley civilizations (all share
physical feature of rivers). The student explains how the characteristics are important in the
founding of a civilization (the rivers allowed for good farmland soil to feed a population and as a
main water source) but provides no evidence from the sources to support the answer.
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Sample B Response
The river valley civilizations share a location with dry climate but plenty of water. This could have
been important when finding the civilization because water is enough to grow crops and when the
food supply increases so does the population.

1

Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a partial understanding of the concepts being measured. This response
contains characteristics of the physical environment shared by the river valley civilizations (dry
climate but plenty of water). The student explains how the characteristics are important in the
founding of a civilization (water is enough to grow crops and when the food supply increases so does
the population) but provides no evidence from the sources to support the answer.
Sample A Response
These charecteristics of a phiscle enviormenta that the two civilizations show are water
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates a very limited understanding of the concepts being measured. This
response contains a characteristic of the physical environment shared by the river valley civilizations
(are water) but fails to answer the second part of the question, providing no evidence from the
sources.
Sample B Response
there were alot of rivers around were thay lived so they both could live by a river so they can have
moist dirt and be able to find and make food or tools.

0

Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates a very limited understanding of the concepts being measured. This
response contains characteristics of the physical environment shared by the river valley civilizations
(alot of rivers around . . . both could live by a river). The student attempts to answer the second part
but the explanation is not clear (they can have moist dirt . . . find and make food or tools) and has no
evidence from the sources. In addition, the student is confused about the number of civilizations
(both) as well since only two are acknowledged.
Sample A Response
These river vallies do not share characteristics of the environment. These chaaracteristics are
important in the founding of a civillization by making each region i guess you could say unique to
see differances, to improve. Each civilization should be different to come up with newer and more
improved ideas. These characteristics they have are important in founding a civilization in many
ways.
Sample A Annotation
The student demonstrates no understanding of the concepts being measured and argues against
the premise of the prompt (do not share characteristics of the environment).
Sample B Response
They share some of the same charictaristicts that are needed to start a civilization!
Sample B Annotation
The student demonstrates no understanding of the concepts being measured and offers only a
summary of the prompt.
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Item Set 3 ‐ Question 11 (Selected Response)

Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

D
3. Economics
1. Supply and demand influence price and profit in a market economy.
c. Define and identify factors that impact price.
0.64

Item Set 3 ‐ Question 12 (TEI Drag‐and‐Drop)
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Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:

P Value:

See image
1. History
2. The historical eras, individuals, groups, ideas and themes within regions of the Eastern
Hemisphere and their relationships with one another.
c. Describe the foundation and development of key historical topics. Topics to include
but not limited to early civilizations, Greece, Rome, ancient China and ancient African
civilizations, and the Medieval World incorporating the Crusades and Feudalism.
0.35

Item Set 3 ‐ Question 13 (TEI Drag‐and‐Drop)

Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

Item Information
See image
4. Civics
1. Compare how various nations define the rights, responsibilities, and roles of
citizens.
c. Define the roles of citizens in various governments.
0.69
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Item Set 3 ‐ Question 14 (Selected Response)

Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and Skills
Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

Item Information
D
4. Civics
2. Different forms of government and international organizations and their
influence in the world community.
d. Describe common interests and evaluate examples of global collaboration.
0.38
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Item Set 3 ‐ Question 15 (Selected Response)

Item Information
Answer:
Standard:
Concepts and
Skills Mastered:
Evidence Outcome:
P Value:

B
2. Geography
1. Use geographic tools to gather data and make geographic inferences and
predictions.
d. Ask and answer questions after examining geographic sources.
0.69
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